The regulated excretion of CO2 during breathing is a key life-preserving homeostatic mechanism. In the rostral medulla oblongata, neurons in two nuclei -the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN) and the rostral medullary raphe -have been proposed as central CO2 chemosensors that mediate adaptive changes in breathing. Using synapsin promoter-driven expression of GCaMP6 and head-mounted minimicroscopes, we imaged the Ca 2+ activity of RTN and raphe neurons in awake adult mice during inspiration of elevated CO2. 40% of raphe neurons were activated by 3% and 6% inspired CO2. By contrast, only 5% of RTN neurons were activated by CO2. 4% of RTN neurons were inhibited by elevated CO2, and 4% of RTN neurons were coactive with exploratory sniffing. In awake mice it is therefore the serotonergic raphe neurons that are predominant in detecting and mediating the effects of elevated inspired CO2. Neurons of the RTN have heterogeneous roles but make relatively little contribution to this key homeostatic reflex.
The precise control of breathing is fundamental to the survival of all terrestrial vertebrates. Breathing fulfils two essential functions: provision of oxygen to support metabolism; and removal of the metabolic by-product, CO2. Rapid and regulated removal of CO2 is essential because its overaccumulation in blood will result in death from the consequent drop in pH. The CO2-dependent regulation of breathing is mediated by chemosensitive neurons and glia in the medulla oblongata (1) (2) (3) . In the rostral region of the medulla oblongata evidence favours the involvement of two neuronal populations: the Phox2B+ neurons of the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) and the serotonergic neurons of the rostral medullary raphe (9) (10) (11) (12) . Assessment of the relative roles of these two neuronal populations has been hampered by the inability to record their activity in awake freely behaving adult rodents during a hypercapnic challenge. Instead neuronal recordings have been made from young <14d or adult rodents under anaesthesia. Both of these methods have drawbacks -the chemosensory control of breathing matures postnatally; and anaesthesia is known to depress the activity of respiratory neurons.
Recently, methods have been developed to allow recording of activity of defined neuronal populations in awake, freely-moving animals (13, 14) . These methods require: the expression of genetically encoded Ca 2+ indicators such as GCaMP6 in the relevant neurons; the implantation of gradient refractive index (GRIN) lenses at the correct stereotaxic position; and a head-mounted miniepifluorescence microscope to enable image acquisition during the free behaviour of the mouse ( Fig   1A) . These methods have allowed imaging in deep brain structures such as the hypothalamus. We have now adapted them to enable recording of defined neuronal populations in the brainstem of mice. Neurons of the RTN were targeted with a GCaMP6 AAV, the localization of successful and accurate transduction was confirmed posthoc by using choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) staining to define the facial nucleus and the location of the transduced cells (Fig 1F) . Neurons of the rostral medullary raphe were also targeted with tryptophan hydroxylase (TPH) staining used to verify accurate transduction of this structure and the presence of serotonergic neurons (Fig 1G) .
We recorded 81 RTN neurons in 3 mice. Surprisingly, the responses to the hypercapnic challenge were highly variable (Fig 2A) , supporting recent findings showing functional heterogeneity in the RTN (15) . 3/81 neurons were inhibited by hypercapnia (Fig 2A, H , Supplementary Movie 1) and a further 3/81 exhibited Ca 2+ transients that coincided with exploratory sniffing (Fig 2A,B ,I,Supplementary Movie 1). Interestingly, neurons that exhibited the same activity patterns (i.e., CO2-inhibited or sniffactivated neurons) were grouped in clusters (Fig 1D, 2A) . Only 4/81 neurons exhibited an increase in Ca 2+ during a hypercapnic challenge, and only to the higher level of inspired CO2 (6%) (Fig   2C,D,G) . Given the prior expectation that RTN neurons should exhibit robust changes in firing to CO2 (6-8) the very low frequency of CO2-activated neurons was surprising. Stimulation of sniffing leads to c-Fos expression in the retrofacial area of the cat (roughly equivalent to the RTN) (16), and para-ambigual expiratory and inspiratory neurons, which are respectively silenced and coactive with sniffing have previously been described in the anesthetised cat (17) . However we are the first to demonstrate a potential role for the RTN in controlling sniffing.
As the evidence for chemosensory neurons in the rostral medulla is compelling and has been amassed over many years from many independent studies (3, (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) , we next examined whether the activity of neurons in the rostral medullary raphe (i.e. raphe magnus and pallidus) could be altered by CO2 (Fig 3) . Once again we found heterogeneity of responses, but in the rostral medullary raphe a far greater proportion of neurons (19/47, 3 mice) responded to CO2 than in the RTN (c 2 =23.06, p=0.000002). About 40% of the neurons showed an increase in Ca 2+ to CO2. As there are also GABAergic neurons in the raphe (27-29), we analyzed the proportion of serotonergic neurons that we transduced ( Fig 3C) and found that 68% of transduced neurons were serotonergic.
4/19 responding neurons were only activated by 3% inspired CO2 (Fig 3A,D ,H, Supplementary Movie 2). The remainder showed responses at both 3 and 6% inspired CO2, with a much greater response at 6% inspired CO2 than at 3% (Fig 3A,G) . The Ca 2+ responses during hypercapnia also exhibited heterogeneity. Some neurons exhibited periodic Ca 2+ transients, suggestive of burst firing ( Fig 3A,B, Supplementary Movie 2), whereas others exhibited more sustained elevations of Ca 2+ suggestive of high frequency unpatterned firing.
To gain an understanding of the relative contributions of the RTN and medullary raphe to the total chemosensory response we normalized the integrated total of the Ca 2+ responses to the number of recorded cells in each nucleus (Fig 4A) . This is valid under the simplifying assumption that each neuron has the potential to contribute the same amount to the physiological response to CO2. This analysis suggests a much greater contribution of the raphe to the chemosensory response than the RTN. Whereas neurons in the raphe show responses to both 3 and 6% CO2 we only observed responses in a few RTN neurons at the higher level of inspired CO2.
Evidence for the involvement of the RTN comes mainly from neonatal or young juvenile animals (6-8). The relatively small activation of RTN neurons during hypercapnia in awake adult mice is surprising given this prior evidence. However the prior evidence depends heavily on recording neural activity in anaesthetized animals. A potential resolution of our new data with that in the literature is that we find RTN neurons, unresponsive to CO2 in awake animals, are capable of being activated during hypercapnia under anaesthesia (Supplementary Figure S1) . Furthermore, there is evidence that by about 3 months chemosensory control adapts and has much less dependence on the Phox2B+ neurons of the RTN (7).
Several lines of evidence have suggested the importance of medullary raphe serotonergic neurons in mediating respiratory chemosensitivity: the proximity of raphe neuron processes to blood vessels; the correspondence of the location of CO2-dependent ATP release at the medullary surface and the raphe neurons (11, 25) ; and most compellingly the observation that inhibition of their activity via inhibitory DREADD receptors removes about 40% of the total adaptive ventilatory response in awake mice (12) .
Recently the pH sensitive channel GPR4 has been claimed to endow RTN neurons with pH sensitivity (8) . The extent to which GPR4 in RTN neurons contributes to respiratory chemosensitivity is the subject of conflicting evidence (30). Global knockout of GPR4 severely attenuates the adaptive response to hypercapnia (8) , but this channel is widely expressed centrally and peripherally including in the carotid body chemosensory cells and the medullary raphe (8, 30) . Our in vivo recordings from freely moving mice suggest that in the rostral chemosensory area, it is the raphe neurons that play the major role in mediating chemosensitivity. That they express GPR4 suggests they possess intrinsic pH sensitivity, but given their proximity to sites of CO2-dependent ATP release (25, 26) , they may also be the site of convergence of direct CO2 sensitivity mediated via Cx26.
We therefore propose a model (Fig 4B) in which CO2 respiratory chemosensitivity is mainly mediated by the serotonergic raphe neurons acting on the preBötzinger complex, with a contribution from RTN neurons excited by CO2. If the CO2-inhibited neurons of the RTN were to inhibit inspiratory neurons of the preBötzinger complex indirectly via activation (31) of inhibitory neurons in the Bötzinger complex (32,33), these RTN neurons could additionally contribute to the enhancement of breathing via CO2-mediated disinhibition. We further propose that the sniff-activated neurons of the RTN feed excitation to inspiratory neurons of the preBötzinger complex to trigger exploratory sniffing. AB performed the experiments and analyzed the data; RH designed and oversaw the surgical aspects of the study; ND conceived and designed the study; all authors reviewed the data and contributed to writing of the manuscript.
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Materials and Methods Supplementary Figure small proportion of the RTN "E" neurons. CO2 inhibits some neurons ("I") in the RTN. We propose that the "I" neurons activate Bötzinger (BötC) neurons which inhibit the preBötC. CO2-mediated inhibition of the RTN "I" neurons may therefore result in disinhibition of preBötC neurons. The RTN contains sniff-activated neurons ("S"), which we propose project to the preBötC. subtype, but not non-neuronal cells or neurons that do not show tropism for AAV 2/9 within the injection site, e.g., facial motoneurons.
Materials and Methods

Experiments
Viral transfection of RTN and Raphe
Adult male C57BL/6 mice (20-30 g) were anesthetized with isofluorane (Piramal Healthcare Ltd, Mumbai, India) with concentrations varied (0.5-2.5% in pure oxygen at 1.5 L/min) to maintain adequate anaesthesia throughout the surgery. Mice received a presurgical injection of atropine (120 µg/kg; Westward Pharmaceutical Co., Eatontown, NJ, USA) and meloxicam (2 mg/kg; Norbrook Inc., Lenexa, KS, USA), subcutaneously. Mice were placed in a prone position into a digital stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA) on a heating pad (TCAT 2-LV: Physitemp, Clifton, NJ, USA) and body temperature was maintained at a minimum of 33°C via a thermocouple. The head was levelled and graduated glass pipettes containing the virus were placed stereotaxically into either the RTN or rostral medullary raphe (Fig 1A,B) . 
GRIN lens implantation
Mice expressing GCaMP6 were anesthetized with isofluorane, given pre-surgical drugs, and placed into a stereotax as described above. The head was levelled and a glass pipette followed by a blunted hypodermic needle were inserted down the GRIN lens path to a depth 200 µm above where the lens would terminated, both were left in place for 3 mins. The GRIN lens (600 µm diameter, 7.3 mm length; Inscopix, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was then inserted to a depth ~300 µm above the RTN or raphe 
Baseplate installation
Mice expressing GCaMP6 and implanted with GRIN lens were anesthetized with isofluorane, given pre-surgical drugs, and placed into a stereotax as described above. To hold the miniaturized microscope during recordings, a baseplate was positioned over the lens and adjusted until the cells under the GRIN lens were in focus. The baseplate was them secured with superbond™, and coated in black dental cement (Vertex Dental, Soesterberg, the Netherlands) to stop interference of the recording from ambient light. Mice were allowed 1 week for recovery, with food and water ad libitum.
Freely Moving Ca 2+ Imaging
All mice were trained with dummy camera and habituated to plethysmography chamber at least twice before imaging. The miniature microscope with integrated 475 nm LED (Inscopix, Palo Alto, CA, USA) was secured to the baseplate. GCaMP6 fluorescence was visualised through the GRIN lens, using nVista 2 HD acquisition software (Inscopix, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Calcium fluorescence was optimised for each experiment so that the histogram range was ~150-600, with average recording parameters set at 20 frames/sec with the LED power set to 15 mW of light and a digital gain of 1.0.
A TTL pulse was used to synchronize the calcium signalling to the plethysmography trace. All images were processed using inscopix data processing software (Inscopix, Palo Alto, CA, USA).
Plethysmography
Mice were placed into a custom-made plethysmography chamber. The chamber was ~0.5 L with an airflow rate of 1 l min -1 . The plethysmography chamber was heated to 31ᵒC (thermoneutral for C57/Bl6 mice). CO2 concentrations were sampled via a Hitech Intruments (Luton, UK) GIR250 Dual Sensor Gas analyzer connected to the inflow immediately before entering the chamber. The analyser had a delay of ~15-20 sec to read-out the digital output of gas mixture as can be seen in Fig 2A, C and 3A). Pressure transducer signals and CO2 measurements were amplified and filtered using the NeuroLog system (Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK) connected to a 1401 interface and acquired on a computer using Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK)). Video data
